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POINTS TO REMEMBER

Bombing Investigations New Jurisdictional Guidelines

For FBI and ATF Became Effective March 1973

0n March 1973 new guidelines governing investigations of violations

of the federal explosives control statute Title 18 United States Code

section 841-848 went into effect These guidelines are reproduced in full

in the appendix and are to be consulted in order to determine which investigative

agency has primary jurisdiction to investigate explosives violations The

following brief discussion outlines the major features of the investigative

guidelines

Three investigative agencies have potential primary jurisdiction to

investigate explosives violations the Federal Bureau of Investigation the

Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms and the Postal Inspection Service

The Postal Inspection Service has primary jurisdiction to investigate

violations cf 18 844 which are directed at United States Postal

Service property or functions

The Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms has primary jurisdiction

to investigate regulatory violations of the explosives law section 842

offenses against property used in or affecting commerce section 844i
section 844 violations directed at Treasury buildings or functions and

unless the explosives are mailed interstate transportation of explosives

with unlawful intent section 844d

The Federal Bureau of Investigation has primary jurisdiction to

investigate all other violations of section 844 except for the use or

carrying of explosives in the commission of felony section 844h
which will be investigated by the agency having jurisdiction over the

underlying felony The Federal Bureau of Investigation will also exercise

primary jurisdiction over all section 844 violations perpetrated by terriorist/

revolutionary groups or individuals unless otherwise directed by the

Department of Justice The Federal Bureau of Investigation also has primary

jurisdiction over all section 844 violations affecting colleges and universities

United States Attorneys are requested to give close attention to

investigations under the explosives control statuteto insure that the federal

investigative agencies concerned understand and adhere to the guidelines

Any questions or problems regarding the investigative guidelines or the

explosives control statute should be referred to the General Crimes Section

of the Criminal Division 2027392745
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Firearms Prosecution of Licensed

Dealers and Forfeiture of Firearms

The following points out some of the procedural and policy considerations

that bear on decision to criminally prosecute and/or to revoke the license

of firearms dealers who have violated the federal firearms laws 18 U.S.C
921 et seq On the subjects of revocation of licenses and forfeiture of

firearms see also Department of Justice Memo No 694

Licenses firearms dealers are required by law to maintain license

for each place of business and to keep and maintain records of importation

production shipment receipt sale or other disposition of firearms and

ammunition Dealers are also prohibited from knowingly selling firearms

to convicted felons and other prohibited classes of persons and to residents

of other states except rifles and shotguns which are sold to persons

residing in states which are contigucus and which have enacted appropriate

legislation For violation of these statutes dealer is subject to

criminal prosecution the revocation of his license and the forfeiture of all

firearms that were involved in the violations

In matters referred to the United States Attorney by the Bureau of

Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms for forfeiture action the government should

immediately forfeit all firearms involved in the violation of law For some

serious violations the government in effect can liquidate the violators

business by forfeiting all of most of the firearms in that dealers stock

Where dealer has made numerous false entries or omissions from his

records for instance the government might justifiably forfeit the entire

stock since there is authority under 18 U.S.C 924d to forfeit every

firearm that is the subject matter of criminal violation The Department has

in the past requested that Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms agents

consult with their regional offices and the United States Attorney before

making seizures of dealers entire stock In those situations which do

not warrant forfeiture of all the dealers weapons because all were not used

in the violation as for instance where only few firearms were not

recorded in the records then the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms

should at least take forfeiture action against those firearms actually in

violation

With respect to the revocation or nonrenewal of dealers licenses

authority is vested solely in the Secretary of the Treasury in 18 U.S.C
92 3d and Coordination in the early stages of the matter will be

helpful in exploring the possibility of using the administrative actions as

an alternative to prosecution Firearms can be forfeite and licenses

revoked by the BATF for violation of the statutes or regulations even if the

individual is not criminally prosecuted Individuals whose license is
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administratively revoked are entitled to again apply and may or may not

qualify for another such license at later time

Those indicted for violations of the firearms chapter of Title 18

have statutory right to continue in business until any conviction becomes

final pursuant to section 925b The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized

at that time to revoke the license and to bar the individual from ever again

engaging in the business of rejecting any further license application because

of the conviction

Cooperation between United States Attorneys and the Bureau of

Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms on these matters will prevent the two offices

from working at cross purposes It has come to our attention that some

United States Attorneys have deferred prosecution of firearms dealers and

have promised those dealers through their counsel that they may continue

in business and that they may regain possession of firearms that were

involved in the violation Such agreements suggest that insufficient

consideration was given to the effectiveness of the administrative remedies

as an appropriate solution to the case and are in and of themselves

inappropriate without first obtaining the concurrence of the Bureau of Alcohol

Tobacco and Firearms The sole authority to revoke licenses and to forfeit

firearms in appropriate cases is with the Secretary of the Treasury and not

the Department of Justice The Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms

should be consulted in cases where criminal prosecution is contemplated to

insure that the dealers statutory rightto continue in business until any

conviction becomes final will not be compromised by administrative action

at an earlier stage by that Bureau

In summary in all cases Involving violations of firearms dealers

United States Attorneys should consult with the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco

and Firearms on the criminal and administrative aspect of these matters

including insuring that all firearms are forfeited which can be forfeited

and making determination with regard to the dealers license As

general rule deferral of prosecution of firearms dealers is not considered

appropriate in view of the multiagency interest and other factors involved

Such action is discouraged and should not be entered into without concurrence

of the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms and the Criminal Division

General Crimes Section FTS 2027392745

Criminal Division
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR ATTORNEYS

Philip Modlin Director

The Executive Office is pleased to report that over $1000 has been

contributed to the scholarship fund in memory of Mr Robert Meyer
former United States Attorney for the Central District of California
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ANTITRUST DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Thomas Kauper

DISTRICT COURT

SHERMAN ACT

DISTRICT COURT HOLDS IBM TO HAVE VIOLATED PRETRIAL ORDER

United States International Business Mac5hines Corporation

Civ 69 CIV 200 March 1973 DJ 6023538

On March 1973 David Edeistein Chief Judge Southern District

of New York entered Memorandum Opinion and Order holding that the

defendant International Business Machines Corporation IBM had violated

pretrial order entered in the case on March 16 1972

The pretrial order which IBM was held to have violated designated in the

record as Pretrial Order No was entered on the motion of IBM It reads in

full text

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that both plaintiff and defendant

shall henceforth preserve and secure from destruction all

documents writings recordings or other records of any kind

whatsoever which relate in any way to electronic data processing

or to any electronic data processing product or service until

further Order of this Court

On or about January 12 1973 IBM entered into settlement agreement

with Control Data Corporation bringing to an end private treble damage

action instituted by Control Data against IBM in 1968 As part of that agree

ment IBM and Control Data mutually agreed to destroy various categories of

materials in their possession described by them as work product generated in

support of the litigation The materials to be destroyed were data input forms

and cards computer printouts data tapes hot documents which had been

segregated from the total bulk of documents deposition notebooks work files

of paralegal personnel work papers of third party consultants and various

document sorts Of these categories of materials the information in the data

base was the most inportant as far as the government was concerned in that

the government had been using and was intending to use for its continuing

trial preparation the data base index which had been developed by Control

Data over period of almost four years of discovery Destruction of these

materials was carried out at the Control Data offices in Minneapolis with

counsel for IBM present on Friday January 12 when the agreements to settle

were signed continuing into Saturday when the destruction was completed

No notice of such destruction was given to the government or to the Court
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In opposing the governments motion counsel for IBM took the position

that the material destroyed was wholly work product of counsel and that an

agreement between counsel for private treble damage litigants ancillary to

settlement of their claims against one another is customary lawful and

ethical th support of that contention IBM submitted affidavits of leading

members of the antitrust bar who in response to hypothetical questions posed

to them by IBM counsel responded with the view that such ancillary agreements

are ethical and proper

The Court did notjeach the question of propriety of agreements for the

destruction of the materials in question as ancillary to settlement of private

suit holding that the Courts order required preservation of the materials on

the part of IBM whether work product or not In reaching this conclusion the

Court said

If the documents had been retained then in response

to notice to produce IBM could have moved for protective

order on the grounds of privilege At that time with the

materials before it the court could have decided whether IBMs
claim was meritorious As matters now stand the court can

never know whether the materials destroyed were in fact

work product

Although agreeing with the governments contention that the procurement

by IBM of the destruction of Control Datas data base constituted violation

of Pretrial Order No the Court denied the government requested relief

that IBM be required to reimburse the government for costs incurred in

reconstructing the data base The Court reasoning in reaching this

conclusion which is without prejudice was that to grant such relief would

be tantamount to ordering production of the materials themselves Thus the

Court observed If the materials after reconstruction were found to

be work product the Government would have been granted relief to which

clearly it is not entitled omitted The relief granted by the

Court as contained in an order filed with the Courts memorandum opinion

requires IBM to produce to the Court copies of any or all materials

in its possession or control needed or useful in the reconstruction or

restoration or such data base and any elements of Control

Datas data base in its possession or control that it did not cause to be

destroyed

The final paragraph of the Courts opinion is pertinent to the question

of ethics involved in the destruction of materials which may constitute or

contain evidence or leads to evidence needed by the government for prose
cution of pending antitrust case or development for an antitrust investigation

It reads
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By refusing to grant all the relief requested by the

Government the court does not mean to suggest that it

views IBMs violation of this courts order lightly

Indeed such unseemly behavior coming as it dce from

respected members of the bar of this court is particularly

distressing There appears to be no sound reason why

counsel needed to act in this hasty manner Prudence

should have dictated different course At the very least

the court should have been informed of counsels intentions

in this matter and expects to be so informed in the future

omitted

Staff Raymond Carlson Joseph Widmar John Earle

Grant Moy James Serota Kenneth Newman Eugene

Katz Stephen Woghin and Ralph Miller Antitrust Division

.i



328 CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Harlington Wood Jr

COURT OF APPEALS

PROBATIONARY FEDERAL

EMPLOYEE DISCHARGE PROCEDURES

SUMMARY DISCHARGE PROCEDURES FOR FEDERAL PROBATIONARY

EMPLOYEES UPHELD

Margaret Jenkins United States Post Office et al C.A
No 722287 March 15 1973 D.J 35827

This was suit for reinstatement and back pay brought by career

conditional probationary postal service employee who was discharged for

failure to meet minimum standard requirements The incident giving rise

to the discharge occurred off the job The gravamen of the complaint was that

the employee was entitled to pre-dismissal hearing Conceding that no such

hearing is accorded probationary employees under the applicable regulation

see C.F.R 315.804 the employee contended that dismissal without

opportunity for hearing deprived her of the right to due process of law
The district court dismissed the complaint on the ground that the employee

failed to show that she had been deprived of any proprietary intent The

Ninth Circuit affirmed

The Ninth Circuit analyzed the constitutional challenge both in terms of

possible deprivation of the employees liberty interests and property interests

With respect to the former the Court found that the fact that the dismissal may
reflect unfavorably upon the employees character does not mean that the

dismissal attains constitutional proportions The Court quoting from the

First Circuits opinion in Medoffv Freeman 362 F.2d 470-476 1966 noted

that any reason for the dismissal other than reduction in force is

likely to be to some extent reflection on probationers ability temperment

or character The Court indicated that only where there is an added element

such as the public posting involved in Wisconsin Constantineau 400 U.S

433 437 will the adverse reflection upon the individuals character and

reputation attain constitutional proportion and require due process safeguards

Citing the Supreme Courts recent decision involving the rights of non-

tenured college teachers Board of Regents Roth 408 U.S 464 1972 the

Ninth Circuit also rejected the argument that the employee had sufficient

property interest in her job to require that hearing be held before the

dismissal The Court found that the plaintiffs status as probationary

employee belied the existence of property interest since the very terms of

the employr.ient agreement made it clear that she had no right to continued

employment

Staff Joseph Scctt Civil Division
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BANKRUPTCY

NINTH CIRCUiT SUSTAINS JUDICIAL CONFERENCE RULE FOR

DETERMINING REFEREE FEES

In the Matter of Mesa Farm Co et al United States C.A
No 711121 March 1973 D.J 77111993

Section 40c of the Bankruptcy Act provides that fees for the Referees

Salary and Expense Fund shall be based upon the net proceeds realized

rule of the Judicial Conference of the United States construes this term to

include the fair cash market value of unliquidated assets The validity of this

rule was at issue in this action

Mesa Farm Company owned three assets at the time it was adjudicated

bankrupt One of these was sold in the bankruptcy court for $225 000 Offers

to buy the other two assets for $1110000 were obtained but these offers

were contingent upon the dismissal of the bankruptcy proceedings Upon

learning of these offers the referee dismissed the bankruptcies but retained

jurisdiction to determine the fee payable to the Referees Salary and Expense

Fund

The referee held that the proper fee was $26950 based upon the cash

received from the liquidated asset plus the fair cash market value of the other

two assets Messa Farm paid $4750 the amount of the fee based upon the

cash received and sought review of the remainder of the fee by contesting the

validity of the Judicial Conference rule under which the fee had been computed

Both the district àourt and the Court of Appeals sustained the fee set by

the referee The Ninth Circuit held that the Judicial Conference rule was

entitled to deference because it was contemporaneous construction of the

statute by those charged with establishing self-sufficient bankruptcy system
The court also found that the challenged rule was reasonable interpretation

of the statute and consistent with the legislative intent

Staff Anthony Steinmeyer Civil Division

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES

SEVENTH CIRCUIT HOLDS TT LIQUIDATED DAMAGE PROVISION

IN VETERANS ADMINISTRATION EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT IS VALID

AND THAT SUCH VALID PROVISION MAY NOT BE REDUCED BY

CONSIDERATIONS OF EQUiTY

United States Edward Tallat-Keipsa .A No 1-1934

February 12 1973 D.J 151231153
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The defendant medical doctor entered into contract with the VA
which provided that he would receive his four-year resident training in

pathology but would be paid at the higher pay of full-time VA physician
In return the defendant agreed to remain in the employment of the VA as

pathologist for period equal to the period of his residency and in default

thereof the defendant agreed to pay $492 per month for each month of

unfulfilled obligated service When the defendant resigned with 34 months

remaining of his obligated service the United States brought suit for

liquidated damages After non-jury trial the district court found the

liquidated damages clause reasonable and awarded judgment in the amount
of $17996.04 including interest from the date of breach Thereafter on

rehearing the court reduced the judgment to $7 500 as matter of equity
The United States appealed the reduction

The Seventh Circuit reversed the district court holding that the

liquidated damages provision was reasonable The Court accepted our

argument that the damage to the government was the loss of service of

pathologist to the VA and not just the increased compensation paid to the

defendant That being so the provision met the requirement that the damages
be difficult to ascertain Rex Trailer Co United States 350 U.S 148

1956 Moreover the Court found that the $492 figure was reasonable

forecast of damages likely to be suffered by breach of contract Having
found the liquidated damage provision valid the Court held that it must be

enforced according to its terms The Court thus reinstated the original

judgment including the pre-judgment interest

Staff Thomas Wilson Civil Division
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CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Stanley Pottinger

SUPREME COURT

PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCING

SUPREME COURT RULES THAT TEXAS USE OF LOCAL PROPERTY TAXES

TO SUPPORT PUBLIC SCHOOLS IS CONSTITUTIONAL

San P1ntonio Independent School District et al Rodriguez et al

Ct 711332 March 21 1973 DJ 1697619

On March 21 1973 the Supreme Court by 5-4 decision reversed the

decision of three-judge district court in this private suit which had found

unconstitutional the Texas school finance system based on local property

taxes The basis for this class action was the allegation that such scheme

discriminated against studers in those districts which had low property tax

bases students who were likely to be poor or members of minority groups

In upholding the Texas system and that of nearly every state in the

nation the Court stated that it could find neither suspect class nor

fundamental right such as would invoke the strict scrutiny test of equal

protection Instead the Court measured the States actions by the standard

of whether the means used bore rational relationship to legitimate state

purpose In so doing it stressed principles of federalism and the lack of

expertise or familiarity of Supreme Court justices with 1oc1 conditions and

educational policy

The Court stated that the class of persons sought to be represented by

the plaintiffs did not pass two threshold requfrements i.e that the class

consist of those who are tpoor as identified by customary equal profŁction

standards and that the deprivation of the benefit be absolute rather than

relative As examples of this standard the Court pointed to the necessity

of transcript for appellate purposes Griffin Illinois 351 U.S 12 the

right to counsel Douglas California 372 U.S 353 filing fees for

candidacy Bullock Carter 405 U.S 134 and fines in lieu of jail

sentence Williams Illinois 399 U.S 235 In these cases the class

which sought to be protected consisted of persons who could not afford the

benefit and who thus were absolutely deprived of its enjoyment

In seeking to define the class which the district court had recognized

the Court was unsure whether it consisted of poor persons whose income

fell below certain level those who are relatively poorer than others or

all those who happen to reside in poorer districts regardless of individual

income 01 these the first comes closest to being suspect however there
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was no proof that the poor live in poor districts As for the second class

the Court found insufficient proof of corr3lation between the wealth of family

and the dollar amount of education received by the familys children The third

class all members of poor districts has none of the indicia of suspectness
required

The Court also addressed the question of whether in fact the quality of

education depends on the amount of money expended and stated that it is too

much in dispute to be the basis for such widesweeping decision Even were

there some minimum expenditure necessary for adequate education there was

no proof according to the Court that the States contribution to education did

not fulfill this minimum

The Court held that the right to education is not fundamental
one that is among the rights and liberties protected by the Constitution These

rights must be either explicitly or implicitly guaranteed by the Constitution

in order to subject state action which infringes them to strict scrutiny The

Court also refused to accept the nexus theory i.e that education is

necessary for the exercise of other fundamental rights such as speech and the

franchise since there is no absolute deprivation of education under the Texas

system

Therefore the Court found it adequate to test this State action against

the test of whether it rationally furthers legitimate interest and having

reached this conclusion found it clear that although some other system might

be more equitable the one used rationally fostered the legitimate interest in

local control of eduation

DISTRICT COURT

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

DISTRICT COURT ORDERS FINAL RELIEF IN MAJOR RAILROAD CASE

INVOLVING RACIALLY DISCRIMINATORY EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

United States Jacksonville Terminal Company et al M.D Fla
No 68239CIVJ February 14 1973 DJ 17017M14

On February 14 1973 the United States District Court for the Middle

District of Florida entered final decision in the Department employment
discrimination suit against the Jacksonville Terminal Company and 15 railroad

craft unions The major issue in the case was the legality of the multi-craft

seniority system as it operated to exclude black workers from the traditionally

white jobs Under that system each craft filled job vacancies on the basis

of the amount of seniority the bidding worker had in its union rather than
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permitting him to use the amount of seniority he had accrued in the company at

large Since blacks had been historically assigned to only certain crafts the

craft seniority system effectively prevented their transfer to the traditionally

white craft unions

Following district court ruling that the Government had failed to prove

racial discrimination either before or after the effective date of Title WI of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 the Department appealed the case In September 1971

the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit reversed the lower court and held that

all incumbent black employees were entitled to exercise their company rather

than craft seniority to bid on future vacancies in formerly white jobs even

though those jth might be different classes or crafts under the jurisdication

of different unions The Court also held unlawful the continued existence of

segregated locals in two of the defendant unions and the continued use by the

Company of an unvalidated test as prerequisite for promotion into traditionally

white jobs Certiorari was subsequently denied

The final decree requires affirmative action in accord with the decision

of the Court of Appeals

Staff Robert Moore Deputy Chief Employment Section Civil Rights Division

William Fenton Civil Rights Division

DISTRICT COURT ORDERS FINAL RELIEF IN EMPLOYMENT
DISCRIMINATION SUIT AGAINST LAS VEGAS ELECTRICIANS
LOCAL

United States Local 357 IBEW et al Nev No 1112
February 27 1973 DJ 170461

On February 27 1973 the District Court for the District of Nevada
entered final decree in an employment discrimination suit brought by the

Justice Department against the Las Vegas Electrical Workers union local and

its Joint Apprenticeship Training Committee The case was filed in 1968 under

Title WI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and was tried in 1969

With regard to the local union the Court reformed the membership

requirements and the work referral procedure of the hiring hall More

specifically it ordered that membership be made available to all blacks

with experience in the electrical trade who successfully complete the

journeyman examination and who reside within the geographical jurisdiction

of the union Such membership is to be accorded without prior approval of

the union officers or its membership As for the work referral system the

Court provided that the union cannot require black applicants with electrician

experience either to pass an examination or to have any previous work
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experience under the collective bargaining agreement as condition for having
their names placed on the out-of-work list

In the joint apprenticeship training committee portion of the case the

Court set minimum qualification standards for apprenticeship applicants and

directed that to the extent sufficient blacks meet such qualifications the

JATC shall indenture one black apprentice for every three other apprentices

The requirement of this decree along with the decree applicable to the local

union concerning membership and referral reform shall remain in effect until

such time as the black membership in the construction unit of Local 357 shall

reach goal of 12 1/2 percent of the total mnbership of that unit

The Court further ordered specific relief for named individual blacks who
had been victims of racial discrimination It directed that 11 blacks be given
immediate referral offers as journeymen electricians and that offers of apprentice

ship indenture in the next apprenticeship class be extended to four named black

applicants

Staff Robert Moore Deputy Chief Employment Section Civil Rights Division

Stuart Herman Civil Rights Division

Frank Petramalo Civil Rights Division
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Criminal Division

Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen

FOREIGN AGENTS REGISTRATION ACT

OF 1938 AS AMENDED

The Internal Security Section of the Criminal Division administers the

Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 as amended 22 U.S.C 611 which

requires registration with the Attorney General by certain persons who engage
within the United States in defined categories of activity on behalf of foreign

principals

MARCH 1973

During the last half of this month the following new registrations were filed

with the Attorney General pursuant to the provisions of the Act

Connole and OConnell of Washington registered as agent of the

Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan Amman Registrant agree
ment became effective March 1973 and is for indefinite duration calling

for fees and expenses in the amount of $56000 per year payable in quarterly

installments Registrant will render legal advice and representation before

Courts and agencies of the Government in connection with the promotion

of investments trade and tourism for the foreign principal Registrant will

disseminate political propaganda to enhance Jordans image as tourist and

investment attraction and to seek support for Jordanian economic and commercial

projects William Connole Quinn OConnell Thomas Williams Eugene

Threadgill and John OConnell filed short-form registration statements as

attorneys working directly on the Jordanian account and all receive percentage

of the overall fee paid to the firm

Singapore Tourist Promotion Board of San Francisco registered as agent of

the Republic of Singapore Department of Finance Registrant is an agency of

and is funded by the foreign principal Registrants sole purpose in the United

States is the promotion of tourism to Singapore Morgan Lawrence filed short-

form statement as manager and reports fee of $20 000 per year

Foote Cone Belding Advertising Inc of New York City registered as

agent of the Bermuda Department of Tourism Hamilton Registrant will act as

advertising agency for th foreign principal in the preparation and placement of

advertisements to encourage tourism to Bermuda The following individuals filed

short-form registrations as those individuals working directly on the foreign

account William Lowe Jr $46000 per year Jeremy Sprague
$40000 per year Wifride Von Nardroff $23000 yer pear Erwin Fishman
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$47000 per year Barbara Conway $18000 per year Charles Hofmann
$28000 per year Frank Grorner $55000 per year Orison MacPherson
$32000 per year Robert Kroll $60000 peryear and Richard Strelecki
$21500 per year

John Sturney of Miami Florida registered as agent of the Bahamas
Ministry of Tourism Nassau Mr Sturney is General Sales Manager North

America and his agreement covers two year period beginning August 11972
with an optional one year extension thereafter and salary of $25 000 per year
Registrant engages in public relations for the promotion of tourism to the

Bahamas

Activities of persons or organizations already registered under the Act

Swedish Broadcasting Corporation of New York City filed exhibits in

connection with its representation of Sveroges Radio Aktiebolag Stockholm
Registrant is engaged in the gathering of radio and television program information

for use of the principal in Sweden and the dissemination of reciprocal information

within the United States

Koehi Landis Landan Inc of New York City filed exhibits in connection
with its representation of the Alpine Tourist Commission Registrant is adver
tising agency for the foreign principal and reported receipt of $13493 .39 from

the principal for the period April September 1972

Swiss National Tourist Office of New York filed exhibits in connection
with its representation of the Swiss Federal Government Registrant is an
official agency of the foreign principal engaged in the promotion of tourism

to Switzerland Registrant reports an operating budget of approximately
$200000 for the period July December 1972

The German American Chamber of Commerce of New York filed exhibits

in connection with its representation of German National Chamber of Commerce
Bonn for which it promotes trade between the and Germany and IGEDO
Dues seldorf NOWEA Duesseldorf Messe-und-Ausstellungs-Ges Koeln

Deutz Ausstellungs-und Messegesellschaft Frankfurt/Main and Deutsche

Messe-und Ausstellungs Hannover for which registrant actively seeks
American manufacturers to exhibit at the above trade fairs for the purpose of

trade promotion

The Austrian Trade Delegate New York City filed exhibits in connection

with its representation of the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber Vienna
Registrant engages in the promotion of trade between the and Austria

and acts as intermediary in contractual disputes between American and

Austrian firms
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Ccx Langford Brown of Washington filed exhibits In connection

with its representation of the Embassy of Belgium Registrant acts as legal

counsel for the foreign principal including the representation of the principal

before State and Federal authorities when necessary Registrant receives

monthly retainer fee of $500

Samuel Stavisky Associates Inc of Washington filed

exhibits in connection with its representation of the Instituto Mexicano de

Comercia Exterior Mexico Registrant will act as public relations counsel

for the foreign principal for three year period beginning January 1973 for

fee of $2000 per month plus expenses Registrants public relations

campaign will include the defense of Mexicos export policies and practices

The following persons filed short-form registration statements in support

of registrations already on file

On behalf of the Venezuela Government Tourist Bureau of New York City

Julio Meichert as Financial and Administrative Officer and reporting salary of

$800 per month

On behalf of Pace Advertising Agency of New York whose foreign principals

are Government of Keyna Tourist CSA Czechoslovak Airlines Cedok

Czechoslovak Travel Bureau Rapid Advertising Agency Prague and Publicom

Romanian PublicityAgency Bucharest Mary Rosenberg as public relations

counsel writing press releases newsletters and feature stories in connection

with the promotion of tourism and reporting salary of $13000 per year

On behalf of Partido Revolucionario Dominicano of New York whose

foreign principal is the parent political party in Santo Domingo Alberto

Aybar as an officer handling legal matters and arranging for parade permits
Mr Aybars services are rendered on special basis and he reports no

compensation

On behalf of the Industrial Development Authority Ireland of New York

City Michael Murphy as industrial officer directing the East Coast

activities of the registrant whose main objective is to interest corpora
tions in establishing manufacturing or service facilities in Ireland Mr Murphy

reports salary of $16800 per year

On behalf of the German American Chamber of Commerce of New York

Christopher Lidermann as general manager and reporting salary of $42 605

and Hans Teetz as German Trade Fairs representative and reporting salary

of $19110.00

On behalf of Koehl Landis Landan Inc of New York City whose

foreign principal is the Alpine Tourist Commission Abner Landis as
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Chairman John Robert Landan as President Joseph Tery as advertising

executive and Russell Rowan as Vice President Each is engaged in the

promotion of tourism to the Alpine countries and each reported receipt of

$13 493.39 for advertising and public relations

On behalf of Partido Quisqueyano Democrata of New York whose foreign

principal is the parent political party in Santo Domingo Rafael Cairo

Propaganda officer Dominquez Roberto Organizational Secretary Napoleon

Vicioso Secretary of Plans Carlos Conde Agriculture Secretary Nicacio

Antonio Fernandez Labor Secretary and Nelson Feliz Public Relations All

render their services on part-time basis and report no compensation

On behalf of Industrial Development Authority Ireland Aidan St
Walsh as Project Manager directing the Irish Governments campaign for

industrial development and reporting salary of $15000 per year

On behalf of the Bermuda Department of Tourism New York Yvonne

Redpath as Director Boston Office engaged in the promotion of tourism to

Bermuda and reporting salary of $14000 per year

On behalf of Hank Meyer Associates Inc of Miami Beach whose foreign

principal is the Executive Council of the Island of Aruba Lenore Meyer as

Secretary creating and editing publicity items in connection with the promotion

of tourism to Aruba and reporting salary of $200 per week

On behalf of Robert Schofield Associates Inc of New York whose

foreign principal is the French Government Leona Carney as director writing

producing and distributing television documentaries for the foreign principal

and reporting salary of $10000 per year

On behalf of the Mexican Government Tourism Department New Orleans

Elva Licea Tapia as Director engaged in tourist promotion and reporting

salary of $800 per month
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Kent Frizzell

SUPREME COURT

INDIANS

SCOPE OF INDIAN EMPTION FROM STATE LAW CIRCUMSCRIBED

McClanahan Arizona State Tax Commn S.Ct No 1-834

Mar 27 1973 DJ 902-5384 Mescalero Apache Tribe Jones S.Ct

No 71738 Mar 27 1973 DJ 9025387

These two cases challenged the rights of non-Pub 280 states to

tax the income of Indians In the first case it was tax on the income of

reservation Indian earned on the reservation and in the second it was the

income of an Indian corporation earned off the reservation

The Supreme Court first noted that Indian rights depend primarily on

the Indians relationship to the United States as spelled out by statute and

treaty and that there is little except helpful history to the concept of Indian

sovereignty

In state which has no general jurisdiction over Indian reservations

i.e non-Pub 280 state income taxes may not be imposed because

jurisdiction is lacking Similarly however off-reservationIndians have

little or no exemption from state law and the income from the off-reservation

business can be taxed even though conducted on federally-owned land The

Supreme Court did however find exemption from taxation for fixtures the

Indians had put upon the 1anc the land itself being specifically tax exempt

Staff Harry Sachse Office of the Solicitor General

Carl Strass Land and Natural Resources Division

DISTRICT COURTS

ENVIRONMENT

STREAM CHANNELIZATION PROJECT ADEQUACY OF NEPA STATEMENTS

NECESSITY OF THOROUGH PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND CONSIDERATION OF

REASONABLE ALTERNMIVES WITH RELEVANT DETAILS SEDIMENT IS REFUSE

AND SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE NEEDS REFUSE ACT PERMiT TO INITIATE

PROJECT

Natural Resources Defense Council Inc Grant Civil No 754

E.D NC Feb 1973 DJ 9014414
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The court issued preliminary injunction enjoining the Soil Conservation

Services 66-mile stream channelization project the Chicod Creek Watershed

Project in North Carolina The ruling was based upon the courts determination

that the environmental impact statement prepared by the Government under

an earlier mandate of the court 341 .Supp 356 1972 was inadequate to

meet the standards of the National Environmental Policy Act NEPA 42 U.S .C
sec 4321 et and that defendants did not have permit to discharge

refuseunder the Refuse Act 33 U.S.C sec 407

As to the scope of judicial review of environmental impact statements

the court noted that its function is to determine whether the environmental

effects of the proposed action and reasonable alternatives are sufficiently

disclosed discussed and that conclusions are substantiated by supportive

opinion and data The court observed that it would not substitute its view

for those of the agency on the best use of Chicod Creek The ultimate

decisions muct not be made by the judiciary but by the executive and legislative

branches of our government

The court found that the environmental impact statement omitted and

misrepresented certain environmental effects of the project The decision

noted for example that the statement disclosed that there will be

significant increase in sediment load yet the statement contained no

discussion of the downstream effects of sedimentation The statement

concluded the court states without supportive scientific data and opinion
that no significant effect is expected The court concluded Where there

is no reference to scientific or objective data to support conclusory statements

NEPA full disclosure requirements have not been honored

The court also observed that the cumulative effects of this and other

projects were not adequatelyconsidered

The cumulative effect of sedimentation is ignored in the

Statement There is no discussion of the potential adverse

effects of longterm accumulation of nutrients caused by this

and other channelization projects in the Tar-Pamlico River

Basin There is no discussion of the cumulative impact of

drainage projects upon hardwood timber or groundwater

resources As stream channelization projects have cumu
lative effects upon number of the major resources of the

North Carolina coastal plains such effects should be

assessed and disclosed in the environmental impact

Statement
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As to alternatives to the project the court found that the statement did

not fully disclose or adequately discuss certain reasonable alternatives The

court noted that NEPA requires full and objective discussion of reason

able alternatives to the proposed project and the environmental impacts of

each alternative The court observed that several alternatives--though

suggested by other governmental agencies--were not discussed at all Where

alternatives are discussed the court states the discussion was not adequate

Alternatives are discussed only superficially and nowhere

are the environmental impacts of the alternatives discussed

The Statement thus does not provide information sufficient to

permit reasoned choice of alternatives so far as environmental

aspects are concerned

The court further determined that the Soil Conservation Service needed

permit under the Refuse Act 33 U.S.C sec 407 to proceed with the

project

The Statement indicates that the Project will cause the

discharge of sediment into the navigable waters of lower

Chicod Creek and the Tar River Though the portions of

Chicod Creek and its tributaries in which construction will

take place may not be navigable waters it is undisputed

that increased quantities of sediment and other refuse will

be discharged from the Project site both during arid after

construction--discharged into the navigable waters of

lower Chicod Creek and the Tar River Such discharge

without the requisite permit violates the Refuse Act

The court stated that under the facts of this ca the plaintiffs though

private parties could raise issues as to the violation of the Refuse Act

Here the United States Attorney is counsel for the Defendants

and is in no position to enforce the Refuse Act This is

situation where private attorney general must be allowed

to enforce the law In the ordinary case where private

plaintiff seeks to enforce the Refuse Act against another

private party it is sound judicial administration to deny

standing to the private plaintiff In such case the United

States Attorney is able to step in to enforce the law

Staff Assistant United States Attorney John Hughes E.D N.C
William Cohen Land and Natural Resources Division
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NEPA AGENCY NEGATIVE DETERMINATION SCOPE OF REVIEW

Mahler et al Ruckeishaus et al No C721406 N.D Cal
Dec 12 1972 D.J 9014553

This was an action brought by certain residents of the City of Pacifica

California to enjoin construction of combination sewage outfall pipe and

fishing pier funded by various federal and state agencies on grounds that

the project was not covered by an environmental impact statement under

either the National Environmental Policy Act or the California Environmental

Policy Act The outfall pipe was part of larger municipal sewage treatment

facility funded by EPA its purpose was to conduct treated sewage from the new

plant to discharge point 1200 feet into the ocean the treatment plant itself

was not the subject of this action The outfall pipe was to be housed and

supported by fishing and recreation pier being funded in part by Bureau of

Recreation grant Plaintiffs asserted adverse environmental impacts on the

surrounding neighborhood would result from increased use of the waterfront

area

Prior to providing funds both EPA and BOR had assessed the project in

accordance with each agencys NEPA guidelines and determined that no

significant environmental impacts would be involved The court accepted the

proposition that judicial review of such agency decisions was controlled by the

principles outlined in Citizens to Preserve Overton Park Volpe 401 U.S
402 1970 Both agencys assessments were thoroughly reviewed the court

finding that each conformed to applicable procedural requirements and that

neither was arbitrary or capricious Upon this finding plaintiffs motion for

preliminary injunction was denied because plaintiffs demonstrated no likelihood

of prevailing upon the merits Pendent jurisdiction over the state defendants

was declined and the action has since been voluntarily dismissed

Staff Assistant United States Attorney Francis Boone N.D Cal

NEPA RETROACTIVI PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION STATEMENT
PREPARATION GUIDELINES BURDEN OF PROOF

Sierra Club et al Robert Froehike Secretary of the Army et al

Civil No 71M983 S.D Tex DJ 9041380
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An action was brought in September 1971 by several non-profit

organizations stating that they were interested in the environment and

alleging that defendants officers of the United States had illegally started

construction of the Trinity River Navigation Project and the Wallisville Project

contrary to several statutes primarily NEPA

An environmental impact statement was being prepared in relation to the

Wallisville Project which is relatively small project near Houston Texas
designed to serve several functions e.g fresh water for Houston navigation

recreation and others That statement was duly filed after the case was
instituted Plaiitiffs contended that Wallisville was only beginning stage
of the Trinity River Project which project is designed to improve the Trinity

River to afford barge canal traffic from Galveston to Dallas Texas The Trinity

River Project is still under study and will be billion dollar project if and when

completed

Defendants contended that the Wallisville Project did not involve the

Trinity Project that they were entirely separate and apart Plaintiffs sought

temporary restraining order but none was entered As of December 31 1972
the Wallisville Project was 87 percent complete

Both sides filed motions for summary judgment based on several boxes of

documents which were adopted by the court as the administrative record

The court in 139page opinion concluded that the alleged local

purposes of the Wallisville Project were not adequately documented and the

Wallisville Project was only the first segment of the Trinity Project

Additionally the court determined that the existing Wallisville impact

statement was insufficient under NEPA as it lacked requisite detail and

failed to satisfy the dull disclosure requirements of the Act Accordingly

the court granted preliminary injunction to half any construction on the

overall Trinity Project including further construction on the Wallisville

Project until the requirements of NEPA have been complied with

The court stated many conclusions regarding the application of NEPA to

Trinity and Wallisville Some of these include conclusion that there is

presumption in favor of NEPA application to projects where substantial

action is yet to be taken absent equally persuasive countervailing factors

conclusion that once the plaintiffs have made out prima fade case of

defendants non-compliance with NEPA the burden of proof is on the defendants

to demonstrate that they have fully complied with its provisions conclusion

that the substantial inquiring test is more compatible with the problems

surrounding burden of proof than is the substantial evidence test and

conclusion that when conflict arises between the Corps and an agency which

is making an evaluation in its particular field of expertise and when the Corps
evaluation is based upon factors of which the reviewing agency may take
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cognizance then NEPA obligates the Corps in most instances to defer to that

evaluation

Additionally the court advanced detailed guidelines for use In preparing

the impact statements associated with the projects These guidelines include

requirement for the preparation of impact statements for each major component

of the overall Trinity River Project and other major components Public hearings

are to be held in connection with each major component in convenient place

in that particular locality Thereafter master impact statement for the entire

project must be submitted and requirement that the Corps seek out and supply

to the court policy guidelines regulations or standards with respect to the

basic procedures for comparing and evaluating environmental amenities with

economic and technical factors the methods used for quantifying the benefits

and costs of environmental amenities the procedures used for controlling

project cost increased and the guidelines used for determining the need for

recreation in given area

Staff Assistant United States Attorney Jack Shepard S.D Tex

NEPA ADEQUACY OF STATEMENT PREPARATION OF STATEMENT BY

STATE SUFFICIENCY OF 4f STATEMENT

Finish Allatoonas Interstate Right Inc et al John Volpe et al

Civil No 17133 N.D Ga D.J 9014568

This action was filed in September 1972 and sought to enjoin

construction of Interstate Highway 75 in the vicinity of Lake Allatoona

Georgia Plaintiffs contend that the impact statement EIS was insufficient

that formulation of the EIS hd been improperly delegated to the Georgia State

Highway Department and that the 4f statement was inadequate

The holding of the court was

The EIS was most complete and detailed

The EIS was prepared with the cooperation of state federal and

private agencies and not merely prepared by the state and rubber-stamped

by the Secretary of Transportation The EIS was reviewed approved and

adopted by the Secretary as his own procedure in harmony with the

purposes and goals of NEPA
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The 4f statement was adequate

Staff Assistant United States Attorney Beverly Bates Ga
Robert Zupkus Land and Natural Resources Division
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APPENDIX II

INVESTIGATIVE GUIDELINES

TITLE XI ORGANIZED CRIME CONTROL ACT OF 1970

REGULATION OF EXPLOSWES

General

Title XE of the captioned law amends Title 18 United States Code by

adding new chapter 40 with section numbers 841 through 848 governing the

importation manufacture distribution and storage of explosive materials and

creating certain Federal offenses pertaining to the unlawful use of explosives
Administration of explosives regulation is vested in the Secretary of the Treasury

as is investigative jurisdiction over the unlawful acts proscribed in section

842 Under authority contained in section 846 the Federal Bureau of Investigation

FBI and the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms ATF have concurrent

investigative jurisdiction as to the remainder of chapter 40 i.e the unlawful

acts proscribed in subsections and of section 844
Although not specified in chapter 40 the Postal Inspection Service shall have

jurisdiction to investigate all incidents involving explosive or incendiary

devices sent through the mails or directed against U.S Postal Service property

Title XI greatly broadens Federal authority pertaining to explosives-

connected offenses At the same time Congress has expressly disclaimed

any intent to occupy the field to the exclusion of state law on the same subject

matter To effect both Congressional purposes and to prevent unnecessary

duplication of effort it is essential that the limited Federal investigative

resources be carefully allocated particularly in cases in which both the ATF

and the FBI have jurisdiction

Federal Bureau of Investigation FBI Jurisdiction in General

Effect on prior jurisdiction This agreement applies only to those

incidents as to which the FBI had no investigative jurisdiction prior to the

enactment of the captioned law and to incidents previously subject to FBI

investigation by reason of chapter 65 Title 18 United States Code malicious

mischief Investigative procedures in other types of incidents e.g train

wrecking damaging aircraft and motor vehicles racketeering shall remain

unchanged

Primary jurisdiction Subject to the provisions hereof the FBI will

exercise primary jurisdiction over all alleged violations of section 844 which

are directed at foreign diplomatic facilities or at activities such as trans

portation and tourist offices operating under the aegis of foreign government
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although not in diplomatic status over all alleged violations of subsections

844d through which are perpetrated by terrorist/revolutionary groups or

individuals and all other violations of subsections 844 through which

are not directed at Treasury Department or Postal Service buildings or functions

Type of Investigation to be Conducted

Offenses perpetrated by terrorist/revolutionary groups or

individuals The FBI will immediately initiate full investigation of all

alleged violations of section 844 which appear at the outset to have been

perpetrated by terrorist/revolutionary groups or individuals as defined in

advance by the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice If ATF or the

Postal Inspection Service has properly initiated investigations and information

is subsequently developed indicating apparent involvement of terrorist/

revolutionary groups or individuals responsibility shall be relinquished to

the FBI unless determination is made by the Department of Justice that

transfer of responsibilities will unduly impair further investigative efforts

Alleged offenses against colleges and universities The FBI

will immediately initiate full investigation of any alleged violation of

section 844 which involves the use or attempted use of explosive as

distinguished from incendiary materials against the facilities of college

or university Investigation of alleged violations involving use or attempted

use of incendiary materials will be limited initially to the development of

background information as prescribed in paragraph below

Alleged offenses directed against foreign diplomatic facilities

and related activities The FBI will immediately initiate full investigation

of all alleged violations of section 844 which are directed at foreign diplomatic

facilities and related activities as described in paragraph 2b above

All other alleged violatiorE of subsection 844 f--offenses

involving use of explosives against United States property or federally

financed organizations and -- offenses involving possession of

explosives in buildings owned leased used etc by the United States

The FBI will immediately initiate full investigation of all violations of

subsection 844g over which it has primary jurisdiction hereunder and those

violations of 844 which are directed at federal property military

facility or federal function Selective Service or ROTC facility

In other violations of 844 the FBI will develop and disseminate background

information as indicated in paragraph below

11
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Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms ATF Jurisdiction in General

Violations ancillary to firearms laws violations or violation of

section 842 The Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms ATF of the

Department of the Treasury will exercise investigative jurisdiction over

violations of section 844 which are ancillary to its primary jurisdiction over

the federal firearms laws or over section 842 of Title Xl

Violations of subsection 844d interstate transportation of

explosives with unlawful intent and subsection 8441 offenses against

property used in or affecting commerce Subject to paragraph 2b above the

ATF will exercise primary investigative jurisdiction over violations of sub

sections 844d and and will conduct full investigation thereof unless

notified by the Criminal Division that pursuant to paragraph 2c above

the Department of Justice has requested FBI investigation in particular

matter

Violations directed at Trsury Department property or functions

The ATF shall have primary jurisdiction to investigate all violations of section

844 which are directed at Treasury Department property or functions and will

conduct full investigation of such violations

-4 Postal Inspection Service Jurisdiction

The Postal Inspection Service shall have primary jurisdiction to

investigate all violations of section 844 which are directed at U.S Postal

Service property or functions

Special Considerations

Bomb threats false information section 844e The ATF and the

Postal Inspection Service shall have jurisdiction over violations of section

844e against Treasury Department or Postal Service property or functions

respectively The FBI shall have jurisdiction over all other violations of

section 844e Upon receipt of information alleging or suggesting violation

of subsection 844 the imestigatlve agency concerned will review available

information to determine whether the identity of the offender is known or can

be readily ascertained and if not whether the evidence suggests pattern or

plan of such offenses by particular offender or against particular victim

If such pattern appears or if the offender is identified all available

information will be disseminated as indicated in paragraph below

111
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Use/carrying explosive in commission of felony section 844h
Violations of 844h should be handled as an adjunct of the felony from which

they arise and should be discussed with the appropriate United States Attorney

or Division of the Department handling prosecution of the underlying felony

offense The agency having jurisdiction over the underlying felony will have

investigative jurisdiction over the 844h violation e.g bank robbery is under

FBI jurisdiction

Violations of 26 U.S.C 5861 destructive devices In incidents

involving alleged violations of 18 U.S.C 844 which may also involve

violation of 26 U.S.C 5861 ATF shall not exercise its primary jurisdiction

under 26 .S 5861 involving destructive devices but the incident shall

be treated in accordance with the provisions of these guidelines This is in

no way relinquishment by ATF of its investigative jurisdiction under Title II

of the Gun Control Act of 1968

Deveopment of Background Information

Some incidents such as those directed against Federal property or

functions paragraph above require immediate full federal investigation

Others require more circumspect approach and will result in full Federal

investigation only after consideration of factors pertinent to the exercise of

Federal jurisdiction Accordingly in those incidents which these guidelines

do not prescribe immediate full investigation the investigative agency having

jurisdiction will develop background information which includes facts

bearing on motivation such as involvement of the suspected perpetrators in

terrorist/revolutionary activities organized crime labor-management disputes

or racial-religious hate activities the applicability of state and local

laws and likelihood of state or local investigative and prosecutive actions

and any other available facts indicating whether or not the offense warrants

Federal investigation and prosecution Such background information will be

submitted telephonically 2027392745 or by teletype 7108820008 to the

General Crimes Section of the Criminal Division and to the appropriate United

States Attorney The Criminal Division will advise the investigative agency

concerned whether the matter warrants submission to any other Division or

Section of the Criminal Division and when so warranted the Criminal Division

will transmit the information to such other Division or Section

Full Investigation

full investigation will be initiated immediately in those instances

wherein such investigation is specified herein In other instances full

investigation will he initiated only upon direction of the Department of Justice

after consideration by the Division having cognizance over the matter of the

background information developed under paragraph above

iv
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Reports

Copies of case reports prepared in matters investigated under these

guidelines will be furnished directly to the Department of Justice and the

appropriate United States Attorney All investigative agencies shall submit

initial reports as soon as practicable to the Department of Justice and shall

submit progress reports once each 30 days or as soon thereafter as possible

The Criminal Division of the Department of Justice will be informed as soon

as possible in each instance wherein an investigative agency initiates an

investigation under section 844 Such notification is of critical importance

to the avoidance of duplication of investigative activities Also each agency

subscribing to these guidelines shall upon instituting investigation regarding

possible violations of scction 844 immediately notify other subscribing

agencies having logical interest therein Also sufficient level of follow-

up liaison and dissemination shall be maintained to avoid duplication of

investigative effort

Additionally each such agency will exchange information on timely

basis and in manner which will not interfere with ongoing investigations

relative to types sources movement and storage of explosives which are the

subject of its investigations Information regarding significant developments

in investigations being conducted under these guidelines and information of

an intelligence nature developed incidental to investigations which is of

logical interest to the Department of Justice shall be furnished promptly to

the Criminal Division of that Department which will be responsible for any

necessary further dissemination within that Department

Review of Guidelines

These guidelines shall be reviewed on continuing basis by the parties

hereto to determine whether problems exist in their administration which should

be alleviated or whether modification of any of the terms of the agreement are

needed in the interests of better law enforcement

10 Summary

Section Type Violation Primary Jurisdiction

842 Regulatory provision violations ATF

844d Interstate transportation except ATF

by mail of explosives with

unlawful intent
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Section Type Violation Primary Jurisdiction

844e Bomb threats false information ATF

Treasury buildings or functions

U.S Postal Service buildings U.S Postal

or functions Inspection Service

Other FBI

844f Offenses against property of

the United States or federally

financed organizations --

Treasury buildings or functions ATF

U.S Postal Service buildings U.S Postal

Inspection Service

Other including colleges and FBI

universities

844g Possession of explosives in

buildings owned leased used

by the United States--

Treasury buildings or functions ATF

U.S Postal Service buildings U.S Postal

or functions Inspection Service

Other FBI

844h Use/carrying explosives in Agency having juris

commission of felony diction over underlying

felony

844i Offenses against property ATF

used in or affecting commerce

vi
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Section pe Violation Primary Jurisdiction

All Sections All offenses perpetrated by FBI Unless another

terrorist/revolutionary groups agency has started

or individuals investigation before

receipt of information

indicating terrorist/

revolutionary involve

ment In this event

see paragraph 2cl
above

APPROVED

By Department of Justice

HENRYE PETERSEN

Assistant Attorney General DATE January 30 1973

By Department of Treasury

EDWARD MORGAN
Assistant Secretary for Enforcement

Tariff and Trade Affairs and Operations DATE February 13 1973

By Postal Inspection Service

WILLIAM COTTER
Assistant Postmaster General DATE January 19 1973

EFFECTIVE MARCH 1973

vii

10.1 1973 05
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Legislative Analysis

Public Law 91-6144 Adding New Section 18 U.S.C 351

and Amendin 15 U.S.C 16 Approved January 197
514 Stat IBbO H.L 17525

3AC1OUND

On January 1971 the nnibus Crime Control Act of 1970

P.L 91_6144 became effective Title IV of this Act providing

protection for Members of Congress establishes new Section 351

and amends Section 2516 of Title 18 United States Code These

provisions were added by floor amendment offered by Senator

McClellan on October 1970 and are basically the same legisla

tion that hadpassed the Senate earlier on that date as 61i2

The title IV provisions as part of H.R 17825 received minimal

merrtion in the Reports or floor discussion thus Senate Report No

91_1219 91st Cong 2d Sess 1970 and debate on 6112 contain

the bulk of the applicable legislative history

Prior to this legislation there were no specific statutes

covering the killing kidnaping attempting to kill or

kidnap 11 conspiring to kill or kidnap-or assaulting of

Member of Congress or Member-of-Congress-Elect Criminal attacks

directed against Member of Congress would have been pursued

under one of our general criminal statutes i.e assaults within

the special maritim and territorial jurisdictionS 18 U.S.C 113
where applicable otherwise reliance was upon State and local

statutes

This legislation makes it -Federal offense to kill or kidnap

any Member of Congress or MembØr_ofCongresS-EleCt to attempt

or conspire to commit such offenses or to assault such an

individual supra Available records indicate that

since 1850 there have been only seven attacks on Senators and

nine on Congresen Rep supra Although quantitatively

the ni.nber of assassinations or attempted assassinations is mffihi1

comparison of our history to the other nations of the world

indicates that the level of assassination in the United States is

high supra It was the hope of Congress that passage

of this legislation would prevent any further acts of this nature

and that should such violence occur it would provide an appro

priate forum for the trial of any accused of such violence Rep
supra
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In enacting this legislation the Congress acted well within its
constitutional powers the acts denounced have substantial

relation to the execution of the powers of Congress indeed assassina
tion goes to the heart of the very edstence of Congress Under the
Incidental Powers granted to Congress by the necessary and proper
clause Art Sec ci 18 of the Constitution it is universally
conceded that Congress has the power to create define and punish
crimes and offenses whenever necessary to effectuate the objects of
the Federal Govermnent See United States Fox 95 U.S 670 672
1877 United States Barrow 239 U.S 714 TT5 court found prede
cessor tol U.S.C 912 makng impersonation of an officer or employee
of the United Statesa Federal offense constitutional and Barrett
United States 82 2d 528 5311 7th Cir 1936 established the

constitutionality of the predecessor of 18 U.S.C 11114 which makes

killing various officers of the United States Federal offense

Note Senator Byrd the sponsor of 614.2 when debating its passage
indicated that the bill was patterned after 18 U.S.C 1751 which
makes it Federal crime to assassinate the President 116 Cong Fec

171418 Daily E1 Oct 1970 Reference to Department of Justice
Memo 14.11.8 dated March 1966 interpreting that act may prove helpful
in questions under the subject provisions

EFFT OF TBE ACT

Killing Member of Congress 18 U.S.C 351a

Whoever kills any individual who is

Member of Congress or Member-of-Congress...elect
shall be punished as provided by sections 1111

and 1112 of this title

The statute incorporates by reference Sections 1111 and 1112 of
Title 18 and these sections should be consulted for definitions of
the various substantive homicides and the applicable penalty

Member of Congress has been defined as one who is component
part of the Senate or House of Representatives one who is sharing
the responsibilities and privileges of membership United States

Dietrich 126 676 681 8th Cii- 1901 It is our view that the

membership of Congress includes not only the presently constituted

membership of one hundred Senators and four hundred thirty-five
Congressmen but also those representatives or delegates for special
geographical divisions who are extended the privileges of membership
such as the Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico and the new
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Non-Voting Delegate from th District of Columbia See Act of Septem

ber 22 1970 Public Law 9111.05 title II section 202a 814 Stat

8145 Non-Voting Delegate from the District of Columbia to have PRIVILEGES

granted Representative Note Also in our view the Vice-President

would be classed as Member-of-Congress However any prosecutions for

incidents involving this official should be pursued under 18 U.S.C 1751

the Presidential assassination statute so as to allow use of the more

liberal assault provision and reward provision contained in the statute

Member of Congress-Elect is one who has been certified by the

usual state or local certifying official as having been elected to

one of the offices discussed above This term does not encompass

Senator appointed under the 17th Amendment pending his entry upon the

office though of course thereafter he is member

Unlike 18 U.S.C 11114 protection of officers and employees of

the United States these provisions do not require that the attack

occur while the victim is engaged in or be on account of the

performance of his official duties Rep supra Therefore

any incident involving Member of Congress or Member-of-Congress-

Elect would be within these provisions regardless of the timing or

motive of the attack in question As the statute contains no express

to impair the functioning of an institution vital to the Nations
territorial limitation and relates to activities which directly tend

Government we conclude that the statute has full extraterritorial

application Compare United States Roderiquez 182 Supp 1479

S.D Col 1960 affd sub nom Rocha United States 288 2d 5145

9th Cir 1961

As with section 11114 and 1751 of title 18 United States Code

the official status of the victim is merely the basis upon which

Federal jurisdiction is asserted Knowledge of the official status

of the victim is not an element of the offense itself See United

States Kartman 1417 2d 893 9th Cir 1969 Hearings on H.R

97 Before Subcommittee No of the House Cittee on the Judiciary

89 Cong let seas 33 1965

II Kidnaping Member of Congress 18 U.S.C 351b

Whoever ld.dnaps any individual designated in

subsection of this section shall be punished

by imprisonment for any term of years or for

life or by death or imprisonment for any term

of years or for life if death results to such

individual
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This section has been included even though there has never been
an attempt to kidnap Member of Congress supra 6-7

As with the Federal Kidnaping Act 18 U.S.C 1201 this statute
does not attempt to define the term kidnap Blackstone in his
Commentaries indicates that the English Common Law view is that
kidnaping meant to forcibly abduct or steal and carry away person
from their own country to another Bl Comm 219 See Collier

Vaccaro 51 2d 17 19 4th Cir 1931 In Gooch United States
82 2d 531k 536 10th Cir 1936 the common law view was construed
to mean to carry from one state into another state Although this
is the English common law view it was not adopted in that form in the
United States Instead the early cases dispensed with the need to

carry out of the country and questioned the need to carry beyond the
boundaries of the state See State Rollins N.H 550 567 1837
The definition is perhaps best stated as false imprisonment aggravated
by conveying the imprisoned person to some other place Bish Crim
Law Section 750 9th Ed. This then is the common law definition as
adopted in the United States In any event the term is used in its
generic sense in this statute and to fulfill the purpose intended by
Congress protection of its members it should be given broad scope and
should not be limited by geographical considerations beyond the element
of carrying away the victim

Unlike 18 U.S.C 1201 under section 351 the designated investigative
agency the Federal Bureau of Investigation can commence its investiga
tion immediately without the need to rely on any presumption such as the

hour provision of 18 U.S.C 1201 Under section 351 enhanced

punishment including the death penalty is imposable if death results to
the victim This provision is narrower than section 1201s requirement
unless the victim be released unharmed and implies causal relation
ship between the act of kidnaping and the death as condition for its
application The usual analysis for proximate cause in kindred situations

e.g homicide appears applicable There must be cause in fact but
for etc plus factors ma.king it reasonable to relate the kidnaping to
the death rather than to some independent or intervening cause Trial
by either judge or jury can result in death penalty thus the defect
in 18 U.S.C 1201 see United States Jackson 390 U.S 570 1968
precluding imposition of the death penalty under 1201 is not present
in section 351
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III Attempts to kill or kidnap Member of Congress 18

U.S.C 351

Whoever attempts to kill or kidnap any individual

designated in subsection of this section shall be

punished by imprisonment foi any term of years or for

life

This provision provides for punishment of attempts to kill or

kidnap Member of Congress

As with other such provisions in the Federal Criminal Code this

section does not provide definition of the term attempt At

present there is no clear line of approach which could be regarded as

the Federal law on the question with Federal law being at present

unclear as to when preparation ends and attempt begins See Final

Report of the National Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal laws

67 The Federal approach can be generally divided into two main

lines of cases representing the major tests in the area

Dangerous Proximity Test adopted by Judge Learned Hand in

case in which the defendant was arrested before passing classified

government documents which were in her purse to her paramour

Preparation is not an attempt But some preparations may

amount to an attempt It question of degree If the

preparation comes very near to the accomplishment of the act
the intent to complete it renders the crime so probable that

the act will be misdemeanor although there is still

locus poenitentiate in the need of further exertion of

the will to complete the crime Hnphasis added United

States Coplon 185 2d629 633 2d Cir 1950 quoting

Holmes in Coimionwealth Peaslee 177 Mass 267 272

1901 cert den 3112 U.S 920 1952

Any Act or Endeavor Test more recent developuent this

concept can be found in case in which defendant was charged with

using communication facilities in attempting to commit the crime of

illegally importing narcotic drugs having mailed letter to Mexican

manufacturer of heroin in which he asked-to purchase some The Court

said

To attempt to do an act does not imply completion

of the act or in fact any definite progress toward it
Any effort or endeavor to effect the act will satisfy the

terms of the law United States Robles 185 Supp

82 85 N.D Calif 1960
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This position must be ewmined with an eye to these cases ich
have striven to distinguish the terms attempt and endeavor
thereby forcing definition of the former term in much the same terms

as under the ngerous Prodmity Test See 0sborn United States
385 U.S 323 333 rehearing den 386 U.S 93 1966 The gravity
of the violations encompassed by the statute would indicate the

propriety of prosecution as an attempt for conduct which might as to
other violations be considered mere preparation or endeavor

Inasmuch as the assault povisior of this statute section
makes no provision for aggravated assaults i.e assault by use of
deadly or dangerous weapon and since the penalty for assaults not

resulting in personal injury carry such light penalty consideration
should be given to prosecuting as an attempted killing when deadly
or dangerous weapon is involved in an incident where no injury results

IV Conspiracy to kill or kidnap Member of Congress 18 U.S.C
351

If two or more persons conspire to kill or kidnap
any individual designated in subsection of this

section and one or more of such persons do any act to

effect the object of the conspiracy each shall be

punished by imprisonment for any term of years or for

life or by death or imprisonment for any term of

years or for life if death results to such individual

This provision tracks the general conspiracy statute 18 U.S.C 371
except that it is 1nrtted to the two objects of killing or kidnaping
Member of Congress This section does not preclude prosecution under
the general conspiracy statute but merely provides an increased penalty
where the object of the conspiracy is to kill or kidnap Congresms.n
See United States Bazzell 187 2d 878 885 7th Cir cert den
312 US oLs.9 1951 ConspIracy to kill or kidnap the Menber-of-Ciress
is punishable by imprisonment for any term of years or life or by
death if death results to the victim while the madmum penalty under
18 U.S.C 371 w1d be $10000 fine and five years imprisonment

Assaulting Member of Congress 18 U.S.C 351

Whoever assaults any person designated in sub.

section of this section shall be fined not more
than $5000 or imprisoned not more than one year
or both and if personal injury results shall be fined
not more than $10000 or imprisoned for not more than
ten years or both
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Absent statutory definition of assault the Courts have looked

to the connon law and have concluded that an assaultt is

An attempt with force or violence to do corporal

injury to another and may consist of any act tending

to such corporal injury accompaniec with such cir
cumstances as denotes at the time and intention coupled

with present ability of using actual violence against

the person Guarro United States 237 2d 578
580 D.C Cir 1956

But of course an assault can also be conitted merely by putting
another in apprehension of harm whether or not the actor actually
intends to inflict or is capable of inflicting that harm Ladner

United States 358 U.S 169 177 1958 Proof of this form of assault

requires establishment of reasonable apprehension of the immediate

application of force to the victim In recent case brought under 18

USC 111 the court properly granted judent of acquittal where the

evidence showed only confrontation between the victim and defendant

which was ended by the defendants saying in effect youve had your

warning well get you while there was background of previous

violence in the case from which an implication of force could be found
absent some additional circumstance the words alone carry an insufficient

connotation of force In addition the force if any was for application
in the future not immediately Accordingly at best the defendants

acts were mere threat conduct not generally covered by Federal law

but see e.g i8 USC 372 876 Note also that condition in an offer
of violence may negate the element of apprehension For an excellent
discussion of this concept see Watts United States 1402 2d 676 680

App D.C 1968 reversed on other grounds 3914W U.S 705 1969

Unlike 18 U.S.C 1751 the assault provision of this statute divides

assaults into two categories those that result in personal injury and

all others If personal injury occurs then the penalty is maximum of

ten years imprisonment and fine of $10000 In all other cases the

maximum penalty is maximum of one year imprisonment and fine of

$5000 Undoubtedly the injury cited would have to be to the Member

Congress and not to third party who may be unfortunate recipient of

blow aimed at Congressman

From the debate on the Senate 13or it is apparent that Senator

Ervins motion to amend this section in this matter was prompted by
his desire to exclude simple assaults from the higher penalty provision
116 Cong Rec 17 519 Daily Ed 10/8/70 He suggested that

if man strikes at Member of Congress with his fist without landing
the blow or does strike him with his open hand then he should be guilty
of the lesser offense 116 Cong Rec Ibid Of course if Congressman
is injured by the open hand more than just momentary pain then the

higher penalty could be sought in that case
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As the statute does not provide for aggravated assaults involving
use of deadly or dangerous weapons without inflicting personal injury
applicability of the attempted homicide p-ovision should be considered
in those cases wherein the penalty for i.ip1e assault appears unsuitable

VI Federal investigative and prosecutive jurisdiction 18 U.s.c

TIf Federal irveigative or prosecutive juris
diction is asserted fo viol .tion of this section
such assertion shall suspend the exercise of jurisdic
tion by State or local authority under any applicable
State or local law until Federal action is terminated

when and if Federal investigative or prosecutive jurisdiction is

3e-rted this provision suspends State or local jurisdiction in cases
pmsile violation of 18 U.S.C 351 until all Federal action is

.erniinated This is within the powers delegated to Congress under
the Constitution as it has long been established that the enforcement
of state laws which interfere with the protection of adominarit
Federal interest in the same subject as we have here can be suspended
by Federal law See Pennsylvania Nelson 350 U.S 14.97 5oI-505l56

Although this section suspends state action it does not prevent
the states from cooperating with Federal authorities in an investi
ation of violations of the act See 18 U.S.C 351 In addition
...ate action is only suspended until the Federal action is terminated

Conflicts of jurisdiction resulting from the conmission of an
independent state offense such as the wounding of state official
incidental to an offense against Member of Congress are to be re
solved on case-by-case basis

vii Investigative Responsibility 18 U.S.C 251

Violations of this section shall be investigated
by the Federal 3ureau of Investigation Assistance may
be requested from any Federal State or local agency
including the Arnrj Navy and Air Force any statute
rule or regulation to the contrary notwithstanding

.1
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This section makes it clear that the Federal Bureau of Invstigation
shall have investigative jurisdiction over violations of the Act and

may avail itself of the assistance of any Federal State or local

agency or the military The purpose of this amendment is to make

investigations under the act the fixed responsibility of one agency
having the necessary resources and experience to conduct such investi

gations

The provision also overcomes the effect of 18 U.S.C 1385 which

generally prohibits the use of any part of the Army or Air Force as

posse coiitatus or otherwise to execute the laws

Although we anticipate low case load under the statute host

of imponderables precludes generalizations as to prosecutive policy
Accordingly at least until our experience provides basis for less

stringent control the Department will retain authority to initiate

prosecutions under the Act The Federal Bureau of Investigation will

ratify the Criminal Division iediate1y of possible violations of this

statute and will provide copies of their investigation reports to the

Criminal Divi3ion and to the appropriate United States Attorney The

United States Attorney should keep abreast of these reports so that he

will be able to render advice to the Criminal Division regarding local
factors and circ.mistances thatmay have bearing on the case

VIII Authorization for interception of wire or oral

conunications i8 U.S.C 2516 lc
Section 16 of the Act adds 18 U.S.C 351 as one of the statutory

offenses under 18 U.S.C 2516 lc which can be investigated by use
of properly authorized interception of wire or oral communications
when such interception may provide evidence of such violation Of

course the Federal Bureau of Investigation the agency charged with

investigative responsibility will be the agency making use of this

provision

DC Iunity of witnesses i8 U.S.C 25l1i and 18 U.S.C 6001 et seq

Section 25114 of this title by reference to the offenses enumerated
in 18 U.S.C 2516 allows the Attorney General to authorize the con
cerned United States Attorney to make application for transactional

inunity for any necessary witness in any proceeding before any grand

jury or court of the United States concerned with any actual or potential
violation of 18 U.S.C 351
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Sections 6001 et seq of this title allow the Attorney General
to authorize the United States Attorney concerned to make application
for use immunity for any necessary witness before any grand jury or

any proceeding before or ancillary to court of the United States

The decision as to whether use or transactional immunity is

more appropriate in any given case should be governed by Departmental
memorandums discussing the subject However it should be noted that
section 25114 will be repealed as of October 15 19714 under the terms
of section 227 of the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970 Public
Law 91-1452 814 Stat 922 30 thereafter reliance will be exclu
sively on the use immunity provisions of 18 u.s.c 6001 et seq

Venue

As this statute contains no special venue requirements normally
venue will lie in that district wherein the violation occurred However
Chapter 211 Title 18 United States Code should be consulted to answer
such questions as may arise in cases involving Offenses begun in one
district and completed in another 18 U.S.C 3237 Offenses not coitted
in any district 18 U.S.C 3238 Murder or manslaughter 18 U.S.C 3236
or Capital cases in genera 18 U.S.C 3235

SUPERVISORY JURISDICTION

The General Crimes Section of the Criminal Division has supervisory
jurisdiction over the enforcement of these Title IV provisions and should
be notified immediately of possible violations

--F


